If a context-free grammar is transformed to another context-free grammar in most of the cases it is quite obvious to demand weak equivalence for these two grammars.
In such a case we say that T is Defined on G, The translation defined by such a scheme T is denoted by TIT). DEFINITION 1.2, A simple SOTS is semantically unambiguous if there are no two distinct rules of the form A ÷ ~,~ and A + ~,X.
GRAMMAR COVERS
This section is devoted to building a general framework for grammar covers.
Let G = (N,~,P,S) be a CFG with production numbers in A G, The following definition is also in Brosgol [8] .
DEFINITION 2.1. A relation fG c E* x &~ is said to be a parse relation for G provided that (i) if (w,~) e fG and (w',~] ~ fG then w = w', and
If fG is a parse relation and [w,~] e fG then ~ is said to be an #G-persa of w, Our following definitions will be based on parse relations. Index G of fG will be omitted whenever it is clear from context for which grammar #G is the parse relation. 
Homomorphism g = <¢,~> is defined by
It follows that g is a parse homomorphism which is surjective, hence g is a cover homomorphism. A parse homomorphism is said to be a proper bijection if it is both properly injeotive end surjective.
The results in the Following table are immediate from the definitions given above. Table I . Properties of parse homomorphisms.
In the following diagram the definition of a parse homomorphism is illustrated. It is a well-Known trick to insert special symbols [standing for production numbers or, more generally, marking the place for semantical information) in the righthand sides of productions to obtain special parses [for example, see Aho and Ullman [I] ). In fact this has been done by KurKi-Suonio [27] who adds a symbol to the right of the righthand sides of the productions and Kuno [25] who adds a symbol to the left of the right-hand sides, Related ideas are in the definitions of parenthesis and bracketed grammars [see McNaughton [28] and Ginsbur@ and Harrison [10] , respectively).
The special symbols can sometimes be considered as newly introduced nonterminal symbols which are left-hand sides of ~-productions.
For instance, this is done by Soisalon-Soininen [39] to convert the KurKi-Suonio idea to the cover formalism. Also Demers [7] 
For a given production directed parse relation each production has a fixed position in which its number is inserted, conform Oefinition 2.8. We use 9G[J] (or simply (Geller, Harrison and Hovel [9] ].
The algorithm which will be considered in this section is a generalized version of e transformation which has been used in Nijholt [29, 31] .
Before we can introduce the algorithm we have to define a ~ew less familiar concepts. The left port transformation which we display below is an one-step transformation, in the sense that each production of the new grammar is obtained in one step from the productions of the orlglnal grammar. Another sxample of such a transformation is that of strict deterministic grammars to their GNF-version [Geller, Harrison and Hovel [8] ]. Chains will be used for the construction of the rlght-hand sides of the productions o# the new grammar.
Consider the fallowing example grammar G with productions S ÷ AIB, A ÷ a and B ÷ a.
Any transformation of G into GNF yields a CFG with only production S ÷ a. Since a cover homomorphism is surjectlve it follows that no such homomorphlsm can be defined.
However, it can be shown that any e-free non-left-recursive CFG G can be given an In what follows we assume that, if necessary, first the single productions are eliminated. Hence, the input grammar will be a very proper [that is, no useless symbols, s-free, no single proOuotlons) and non-leqt-recursive CFG.
The transformation is such that the new grammar left-to-x covers G, where, intuitively, x may 'run' from left to left part in the production directed parse relations. However, the condition prevents that the theorem says anything about a left-to-right cover. We return to this problem in the following section.
We conclude this section with a result on (e-free] strict deterministic grom~ars (Harrison and Havel [16] ). Strict deterministic grammars are non~left-reoursive. Hence the question arises whether our I~ransformmtion preserves strict determinism, This is indeed the case. Since strict deterministic grammars ere unambiguous it is sufficient to demand thmt the input grammar is ~-free and it does not have useless symbols. It follows that Theorem 3,1 can be used for strict deterministic grammars.
Note: It can be shown that partition ~' as defined above is the minimal strict partition of G'. Moreover, when the left part transformation is applied to a real-time strict deterministic grammar [Harrison and Navel [17] ) the resultinz grammar is also real-timsstrict deterministic.
OTHER COVERS
There remain some interesting questions. Firstly, in ~he preceeding section we ob- 
